The spectrum of somatic single-nucleotide variants in cancer genomes often reflects the signatures of multiple distinct mutational processes, which can provide clinically actionable insights into cancer etiology. Existing software tools for identifying and evaluating these mutational signatures do not scale to analyze large datasets containing thousands of individuals or millions of variants.
Introduction 1
The spectrum of somatic single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) in cancer genomes carries important 2 information about the underlying mutation mechanisms, providing insight into the development, 3 evolution, and etiology of the cancer cell populations (Alexandrov, Nik-Zainal, Wedge, Aparicio, 4 et al., 2013) . Evaluating these patterns of variation, broadly referred to as "mutational 5 signatures," has become an important task in precision oncology, as mutational signatures can 6 be used both to refine cancer diagnoses and identify effective targeted therapies (Kumar-Sinha 7 and Chinnaiyan, 2018). code necessary to load the output matrix into R and apply existing supervised and unsupervised 60 mutation signature analysis programs without requiring users to perform the computationally 61 expensive task of generating this matrix from within the R environment. All features are 62 described in detail in the online documentation. 63 3 Results
64
We compared Helmsman's performance to that of three published R packages: 65
SomaticSignatures (Gehring et al., 2015) , deconstructSigs (Rosenthal et al., 2016) , and signeR 66 (Rosales et al., 2017) . We also considered several other tools and discuss their performance in 67 the Supplementary Material. For our tests, we generated a small VCF file (2.7MB compressed 68 with bgzip) containing 15,971 germline SNVs on chromosome 22 from 2,504 samples sequenced in the 1000 Genomes Project phase 3 (1000 Genomes Project Consortium et al., 70 2015), and measured the runtime and memory usage necessary for each program to generate 71 the mutation spectra matrix. We also attempted to run each program using the full chromosome 72 22 VCF file from the 1000 Genomes Project, containing 1,055,454 SNVs in 2504 individuals. 73
All programs generated the same mutation spectra matrices. Helmsman processed the small 74 VCF file in 8 seconds, with a memory footprint of 140MB, and the full VCF file in 482 seconds 75 (linear increase for ~60x more variants) with no increase in memory usage as the sample size 76 remained the same. In contrast, to process the small VCF file, SomaticSignatures took 227 77 seconds with a memory footprint of 18GB, deconstructSigs took 2,376 seconds and 7.5GB of 78 memory, and signeR took 1,740 seconds and 10.2GB of memory ( Fig. 1) . None of these were 79 able to load the full VCF file due to memory allocation errors. All other tools we considered 80 showed similar performance bottlenecks (Supplementary Material; Supplementary Fig. S1 ). 81
To further highlight the speed and efficiency of Helmsman for large datasets, we evaluated the 82 entire set of 36,820,990 autosomal biallelic SNVs from the 1000 Genomes phase 3 dataset 83 (14.4 GB when compressed with bgzip). Using 22 CPUs (one per chromosome VCF file), As massive sequencing datasets become increasingly common in areas of cancer genomics 88 and precision oncology, there is a growing need for software tools that scale accordingly and 89 can be integrated into automated workflows. Our program, Helmsman, provides an efficient, 90 standardized framework for generating mutation spectra matrices from arbitrarily large, multi-91 sample VCF or MAF files. For small datasets, Helmsman performs this task up to 300 times 92 faster than existing methods and is the only tool that can be directly applied to modern large 93 sequencing datasets. 94
